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LATA MANGESHKAR 
 Lata Mangeshkar, also known as the 'Nightingale of India', was one of the most 

versatile singers in the Indian film industry. Lata was born on September 28, 1929, 
to classical singer and theatre artist Pandit Deenanath Mangeshkar and Shevanti 
in Indore, Madhya Pradesh. Her father started teaching her music at an early age. 
By the time she was five, Lata was seen participating as an actress in plays written 
by her father. Her siblings  - Meena, Asha, Usha, and Hridaynath - are all 
accomplished singers and musicians. 

 In a career spanning nearly eight decades, Lata Mangeshkar was the singing voice 
for a bevy of Bollywood leading ladies. She lent her voice to over 5,000 songs in 
over a thousand Hindi and 36 regional films. She had an unprecedented impact on 
Indian film music. Since 1942, Lata pushed back the boundaries of music with her 
mind-boggling skills. Over the years, Lata had sung for actresses from Madhubala 
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to Priyanka Chopra. Best known for her versatile voice quality, she recorded 
albums of all kinds (ghazals, pop, etc). 

 Lata Mangeshkar passed away on February 6, 2022. 
 
TAKE A LOOK AT LATA MANGESHKAR'S MUSICAL JOURNEY 

 In 1942, her father's untimely death put the onus of providing for the family on her 
shoulders. Pandit Deenanath's friend Master Vinayak took care of the Mangeshkar 
family and offered her a role in the film Badi Maa. In 1949, she moved to Bombay 
(now Mumbai), where she began learning Hindustani music from Ustad Aman Ali 
Khan. 
 
AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS 

 Lata Mangeshkar received several awards and accolades during her eight-decade-
long career. In 1974, she became the first Indian to perform at the Royal Albert 
Hall. She is the recipient of three National Film Awards, 15 Bengal Film Journalists' 
Association Awards, four Filmfare Best Female Playback Awards, two Filmfare 
Special Awards, Filmfare Lifetime Achievement Award and many more. Lata 
Mangeshkar was bestowed with the Dadasaheb Phalke Award in 1989. In 2001, 
she was awarded the Bharat Ratna, India's highest civilian honour. The 
government of France conferred on her its highest civilian award (Officer of the 
Legion of Honour) in 2007. 

 Along with these, Lata Mangeshkar held the distinction of being the most recorded 
artist in the history of Indian music in Guinness Record in 1974. The Indian 
government honoured her with the Daughter of the Nation award on her 90th 
birthday in September 2019. 

 The book entitled "Lata Mangeshkar: A Musical Journey. 
 

TRIPURA’S BRU PEOPLE WILL BE RESETTLED BY 
MARCH, SAYS MINISTER‘ 

 43% of 6,950 families living in six relief camps rehabilitated’ 
 All the internally displaced Bru tribal people who are living in relief camps in 

Tripura for years will be rehabilitated permanently within the State by March 31, 
Union Minister of State for Social Empowerment & Justice Pratima Bhoumik said 
on Sunday. 

 The rehabilitation of these people, who are originally from neighbouring Mizoram, 
began in April last year and around 43% of the 6,950 Bru families living in six relief 
camps in North Tripura district have already been resettled, according to 
government data. 

 Bru refugees have started going to the designated places and the resettlement 
process is expected to be completed by March 31,” Ms. Bhoumik said after a review 
meeting on the issue at Kanchanpur district North Tripura District Magistrate 
Nagesh Kumar and SDMs of Kanchanpur and Panisagar to revisit the process,”. 

 Thousands of the Bru people have been living in relief camps in Kanchanpur and 
Panisagar sub-divisions since 1997. 

 They had fled their homeland Mizoram to reach the neighbouring State because of 
ethnic clashes. 
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WHO ARE THE BRUS? 

 They are a community indigenous to the Northeast, living mostly in Tripura, 
Mizoram, and Assam. In Tripura, they are recognised as a Particularly Vulnerable 
Tribal Group. In Mizoram, they were targeted by ethnic organisations who 
demanded that the Brus be excluded from electoral rolls. 

 Joint Movement Committee (JMC) members clash with the security personnel 
during a protest against the resettlement of displaced Bru migrants in Kanchanpur 
sub-division, at Panisagar in North Tripura district, Saturday, Nov. 21, 2020. (PTI 
Photo) 
 
HOW DID THE PROTESTS IN TRIPURA DEVELOP? 

 It started with memoranda, demonstrations and press conferences of a newly 
formed organisation called Nagarik Suraksha Mancha. These escalated to highway 
blockades and violent clashes with police. 

 The Mizo Convention, a Tripura-based organisation, has teamed up with the 
Mancha on a platform called Joint Movement Committee (JMC) and announced 
that not more than 1,500 Bru families would be allowed to settle in Kanchanpur. 
 
DO THE BRUS HAVE ANY SUPPORT IN TRIPURA? 

 The Indigenous Progressive Regional Alliance (TIPRA) chaired by Pradyot Deb 
Barman, scion of the erstwhile Tripura royal family and formerly a Congress 
leader, has thrown its support behind the Brus.  
 
WHAT IS THE RESETTLEMENT PLAN? 

 Over the last 10 months, the state has planned 12 resettlement spots across six 
districts with 300 families each. Under the agreement, the Centre has announced 
a special development project with funding of Rs 600 crore. Each resettled family 
will get an estimated 0.03 acres (1.5 gandas) of land for building a home, Rs 1.5 
lakh as housing assistance, and Rs 4 lakh as a one-time cash benefit for sustenance, 
a monthly allowance of Rs 5,000 and free rations for two years from the date of 
resettlement. 
 
IF IT WAS AGREED, WHY THE PROTESTS? 

 JMC convener Sushanta Baruah said the agitation was started to save “ancestral 
lands” from Bru migrants. “Though opposed to the whole idea of having more 
people permanently settle within limited resources of the area, we honoured the 
agreement signed by central and state governments and agreed to it. But now the 
district administration has proposed to set up six of 12 resettlement sites in 
Kanchanpur alone and settle 5,000 families here,” Baruah said. He alleged that 650 
Bengali families from around Kanchanpur and 81 Mizo families from Jampui Hill 
range, who fled due to “atrocities” by Brus, were yet to be resettled two decades 
on  
 
WHAT IS THE GOVERNMENT STAND? 

 The Revenue Department has stressed that Bru migrants would be settled in 
various locations identified in six districts. The government has clarified that 
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concerns about the migrants being settled in one place are false, and appealed to 
people to refrain from sharing such content on social media. 

 A letter from the North Tripura District Magistrate to the Officer on Special Duty 
of the Revenue Department, dated October 28, reads that the district 
administration had estimated the fund requirement for permanent settlement of 
6,000 Bru migrants in the district. The figures in the letter show that 5,000 Bru 
families were estimated to be resettled in six locations in Kanchanpur sub-
division. 
 

SC TO WEIGH BETWEEN ‘NATIONAL SECURITY’, 
JUDICIAL SCRUTINY 

 The court will take a call on whether the Centre can expect a free pass on matters 
pertaining to national security 

 The question whether the state can use ‘national security’ as a ground to limit 
judicial scrutiny has come up for scrutiny again in the MediaOne TV channel case 
barely weeks after the Supreme Court, in its Pegasus case order, observed that the 
Centre cannot expect a ‘free pass’ from the courts as soon as it raises the ‘spectre 
of national security’. 

 The government has cited national security reasons in the Kerala High Court for 
cancelling telecast permission to the Malayalam news channel. 

 It is a settled position of law that in matters pertaining to national security, the 
scope of judicial review is limited. However, this does not mean that the state gets 
a free pass every time the spectre of ‘national security’ is raised. National security 
cannot be the bugbear that the judiciary shies away from, by virtue of its mere 
mentioning. Although this court should be circumspect in encroaching upon the 
domain of national security, no omnibus prohibition can be called for against 
judicial review… The mere invocation of national security by the state does not 
render the court a mute spectator,” a three-judge Bench led by Chief Justice of India 
N.V. Ramana observed in the Pegasus case order in October 2021. 

 The order is a significant one considering the oft-repeated refrain of the 
government, while banning or curtailing rights of citizens, that it is being done for 
the sake of ‘national security’. 

 One of the major concerns raised by citizens recently is the “chilling effect” such 
state actions endure to have on free speech, especially in the media. The principle 
of ‘chilling effect’ is based on comparative harm. 

 One possible test of chilling effect is comparative harm. In this framework, the 
court is required to see whether the restrictions, due to their broad based nature, 
have had a restrictive effect on similarly placed individuals during the period,” the 
Supreme Court explained in the Anuradha Bhasin case, which concerned Internet 
restrictions in Jammu and Kashmir in the backdrop of the abrogation of Article 
370. In short, the test is whether action of the state on one entity freezes others in 
their footsteps or deters them from following the same course. 
 
ORDER BACKED BY REASONS 

 Any order of the state which restricts the fundamental rights of speech or 
expression should be backed by reasons. The courts should be convinced that the 
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state acted in a responsible manner and did not take away rights in an “implied 
fashion or a casual or cavalier manner”, the Supreme Court has said in its 130-page 
judgment in the Anuradha Bhasin case. 

 Democracy entails free flow of information,” the Supreme Court had declared. 
 There is no dispute that freedom of speech and expression includes the right to 

disseminate information to as wide a section of the population as is possible. The 
wider range of circulation of information or its greater impact cannot restrict the 
content of the right nor can it justify its denial,” the Supreme Court has observed 
in judgments like Secretary, Ministry of Information & Broadcasting Government 
of India v. Cricket Association of Bengal and Shreya Singhal v. Union of India. 
 

AFRICAN UNION SLAMS ‘WAVE’ OF COUPS, DODGES ISRAEL 
VOTE 
FOUR PUTSCHES IN A CALENDER YEAR UNPRECEDENTED: AU CHIEF 

 The African Union has condemned a recent “wave” of military coups that has seen 
an unprecedented number of member states suspended from the bloc, a senior 
official said Sunday, the last day of its annual summit. 

 The putsches were among the main issues expected to be discussed at the summit, 
along with the AU’s ties to Israel and its response to a grinding war in the north of 
host country Ethiopia. 
 
STRING OF SUSPENSIONS 

 Less than two weeks before the summit began on Saturday, Burkina Faso became 
the fourth country to be suspended by the AU after disgruntled soldiers toppled 
President Roch Marc Christian Kabore. 

 Guinea, Mali and Sudan are also currently suspended. 
 Every African leader in the assembly has condemned unequivocally... the wave of 

unconstitutional changes of government,” Bankole Adeoye, head of the AU’s Peace 
and Security Council, told a press conference Sunday. 

 Do your research: At no time in the history of the African Union have we had four 
countries in one calendar year, in 12 months, been suspended,” Mr. Adeoye said. 

 Addressing African Foreign Ministers ahead of the summit, Moussa Faki Mahamat, 
chair of the African Union Commission, denounced a “worrying resurgence” of 
such military coups. 

 But the AU has been accused of an inconsistent response, notably by not 
suspending Chad after a military council took over following the death of longtime 
President Idriss Deby Itno on the battlefield last April. 

 And while Mr. Adeoye touted the AU’s use of suspensions to punish coup leaders, 
analysts say the body must be more proactive to prevent putsches. 

 Also on Sunday, leaders agreed to suspend debate on Mr. Faki’s controversial 
decision to accept the accreditation of Israel, postponing a potentially divisive 
vote. 

 

SATKOSIA MAKING FRESH ATTEMPTS TO BECOME A 
SUITABLE TIGER HABITAT  
FOREST DEPT. IS RELOCATING THREE VILLAGES FROM THE CORE AREA 
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 Fifteen years after declaration as a tiger reserve and failure of revival of big cat 
population through India’s first inter-State tiger relocation programme, the 
Satkosia Tiger Reserve (STR) in Odisha has started making efforts afresh to re-
establish it as a tiger habitat. 

 The State and Forest department are attempting to relocate inhabitants of three 
villages from its core area to create 500 sq km area of inviolate zone for tigers. 

 At present, the STR has about 200 sq km area, which does not have any human 
presence. We need to expand the inviolate zone so that the reserve becomes 
suitable for tigers,” said Akshaya Patnaik, Regional Chief Conservator of Forest, 
Angul. 

 Mr. Patnaik said, “We are persuading villagers of Rataranga, Asanbahal and 
Tulka so that they move out from the core area and make way for the tigers. The 
compensation is attractive and villagers will get a better life outside forest.” 

 The STR was declared as tiger reserve in 2007. In 2017, the National Board for 
Wildlife (NBWL) tried to rationalise STR boundary by excluding 104 villages from 
its STR’s jurisdiction. The STR had 963.87 sq km where it was declared as a tiger 
reserve. Later, forest patches of 172 sq km were proposed to be added to the STR. 
 
DWINDLING POPULATION 

 During the past few years, the STR has been in news for all the wrong reasons. At 
the time of declaration Satkosia as a tiger reserve, it had about 12 tigers. Over the 
years, the big cat population dwindled. The STR is left with only one tigress. 
However, the lone big cat has been missing for past two months. STR field staff has 
been on its trail. 

 To revive tiger population in the STR, India’s first inter-State tiger relocation 
programme was launched by way of import of a pair of tiger and tigress from 
Kanha Tiger Reserve and Bandhavgarh Tiger Reserve in 2018. But, the programme 
had failed primarily due to hostility of local communities and their intensive use 
of the tiger reserve resources for livelihoods. While the tiger died in a poacher’s 
trap, villagers opposed tigress’ presence after it strayed into human habitation. 
The tigress was finally sent back to Madhya Pradesh. 
 
SATKOSIA TIGER RESERVE 

 Satkosia Tiger Reserve is a tiger reserve located in the Angul district of Odisha, 
India covering an area of 988.30 km². 

 Satkosia Gorge Wildlife Sanctuary was created in 1976, with an area of 796 km² 
Satkosia Tiger Reserve was designated in 2007, and comprises the Satkosia Gorge 
Wildlife Sanctuary and the adjacent Baisipalli Wildlife Sanctuary 

 It is located where the Mahanadi River passes through a 22 km long gorge in the 
Eastern Ghats mountains. 
  
FAUNA 

 Mammals found include the leopard, indian wild dog or the (dhole), wild boars , 
striped hyena, sloth bear, leopard cat and the jungle cat. The major herbivores 
include the Asian elephant which is found in large numbers and can often be seen 
crossing rivers. Spotted deer, sambar deer, barking deer, langurs, porcupines and 
pangolins are the other herbivores found here. The reptiles here include the 
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Mugger Crocodile and gharials. Other reptiles include the indian python which can 
feed on large mammals like the spotted deer. The indian giant squirrel is also found 
here. 
 

PANEL REDRAWS ALL FIVE J&K LS SEATS COMMISSION 
PROPOSES TO CHANGE COMPLEXION OF MOST OF THE 90 
ASSEMBLY SEATS 

 The J&K Delimitation Commission has changed the complexion of most of the 90 
Assembly seats, while reconfiguring and renaming 28 new Assembly 
constituencies and deleting 19 Assembly segments in its interim report. Besides, 
it has proposed to redraw all the five Lok Sabha seats. 

 The interim report, shared with the associate members two days ago, suggested 
that the Kashmir division will get an additional seat in Kupwara, while the Jammu 
division will have one additional seat in Kathua district, one in Samba, one in Doda, 
one in Rajouri, one in Udhampur and one in Kishtwar. Of the six seats, three 
Assembly segments are from the Muslim-majority Chenab Valley and Pir Panjal 
valleys, while three are in the Hindu Jammu-Samba-Kathua belt. 

 Seventeen constituencies have been redrawn in the Jammu province while 11 have 
been reconfigured in the Kashmir division. Similarly, nine names of Assembly 
constituencies in the Jammu division have vanished due to the reconfiguration and 
10 names disappear from the Kashmir division. 
REFRAMING SEGMENTS 

 The Commission has also proposed reframing of Lok Sabha constituencies, with 
J&K earlier having five which included three seats from Kashmir and two from 
Jammu. It has suggested to distribute 18 Assembly segments among the five Lok 
Sabha constituencies. 

 The Commission has advocated a Lok Sabha seat, disjointed geographically, by 
merging three districts (Kulgam, Anantnag, Shopian) of south Kashmir in the 
Valley and two districts of Rajouri and Poonch in the Pir Panjal valley in the Jammu 
province. It will be named Anantnag-Rajouri seat, which will comprise a significant 
population of non-Kashmiri speaking Scheduled Tribes. 

 The newly carved Lok Sabha seat will have six of the nine Assembly segments 
reserved for the STs. The Srinagar Lok Sabha seat will now comprise Assembly 
segments spread over five districts against the earlier three. North Kashmir’s 
Baramulla Lok Sabha seat will be spread over four districts. The Udhampur Lok 
Sabha constituency is spread over five districts. 
RESERVED SEATS 

 The seats reserved for the Scheduled Tribes included Darhal, Thannamandi in 
Rajouri district; Surankote, Mendhar and Poonch Haveli in Poonch district; and 
Mahore in Reasi district in the Jammu province’s Pir Panjal Valley. Larnoo in 
Anantnag, Kangan in Ganderbal, and Gurez are ST seats in the Kashmir province. 
The Commission has reserved nine seats for the STs and seven for the SCs. 

 
CHINA, PAKISTAN HIT OUT AT ‘UNILATERAL’ KASHMIR 
MOVES 
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BOTH SIDES REAFFIRM SUPPORT FOR EACH OTHER’S ‘CORE 
INTERESTS’ 

 China and Pakistan on Sunday said they opposed “unilateral actions that 
complicate” the Kashmir issue, as they pledged closer ties following a meeting 
between Chinese President Xi Jinping and Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan. 

 A joint statement released following their meeting in Beijing said “both sides 
reiterated their support on issues concerning each other’s core interests” and 
“underscored that stronger defence and security cooperation between Pakistan 
and China was an important factor of peace and stability in the region.” 

 Mr. Khan attended the opening of the Winter Olympics on Friday, which India has 
boycotted following the use of a PLA commander in the torch relay, and also held 
talks with Premier and second-ranked leader Li Keqiang prior to his meeting with 
Mr. Xi. 

 The joint statement following Sunday’s talks said Pakistan was committed to a 
“One-China Policy and support for China on Taiwan, South China Sea, Hong Kong, 
Xinjiang and Tibet.” China, for its part, “reaffirmed its support for Pakistan in 
safeguarding its sovereignty, independence and security, as well as promoting its 
socio-economic development and prosperity.” 

 Both sides reiterated that a peaceful and prosperous South Asia is in the common 
interest of all parties,” the statement said, adding that “they emphasised the 
importance of pursuit of dialogue and resolution of all outstanding disputes to 
promote regional cooperation and advance the goals of lasting peace, stability and 
shared prosperity in the region.” 

 On Kashmir, the statement said Mr. Khan “briefed the Chinese side on the latest 
developments on the situation in Jammu & Kashmir, including its concerns, 
position and pressing issues at the moment.” 

 China repeated its official stance that the issue “should be properly and peacefully 
resolved based on the UN Charter, relevant Security Council resolutions and 
bilateral agreements” and said it “opposes any unilateral actions that complicate 
the situation”. Beijing had in 2019 voiced opposition to India’s reorganisation of 
Jammu and Kashmir and creation of Ladakh union territory calling it a “unilateral 
action”. 

 A readout from Islamabad on Mr. Khan’s remarks to Mr. Xi, published by the official 
Associated Press of Pakistan, quoted the Pakistani leader as hitting out at India. He 
claimed that “the persecution of minorities in India in advancing the Hindutva 
mindset of RSS-BJP, was a threat to regional peace and stability” and “that the 
rapid militarisation of India was undermining regional stability.” 

 Those comments and references to India were not mentioned in the Chinese 
readout, which quoted Mr. Xi as saying “the strategic significance of China-
Pakistan relations is getting more prominent since the world has entered a period 
of turbulence and transformation.” 

 Mr. Xi said China “firmly supports Pakistan in safeguarding national independence, 
sovereignty, dignity and fighting terrorism” and would continue supporting the 
China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). Both sides on Friday signed an 
agreement to boost industrial cooperation as part of the second phase of CPEC. 
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 The joint statement said the two sides discussed the situation in Afghanistan and 
the need to expedite humanitarian aid, and said both sides were “ready to discuss 
with Afghanistan the extension of CPEC to Afghanistan.” 
 

IMPORTANT MCQ OF CURRENT AFFAIRS  
1.When was Lata awarded India's highest civilian award, the Bharat Ratna? 

A. 1987 
B. 2014 
C. 1977 
D. 2001 

ANS- D  
 
2.Lata was inducted as a Rajya Sabha MP (Member of Parliament) by the Atal 
Bihari Vajpayee-led NDA government. When was she nominated? 
A. 1999 
B. 1998 
C. 2001 
D. 2000 

ANS -D  
 
3.Lata Mangeshkar also served as the music director on five Marathi films, 
beginning with the 1960's Ram Ram Pavhana. Which was the last film she 
composed the music for? 
A. Mohityanchi Manjula 
B. Tambadi Mati 
C. Maratha Tituka Melvava 
D. Sadhi Manase 

ANS -D  
 
4.Lata had been away from the active playback music scene for quite some 
time. What was the last song she recorded? 
A. "Kaise Piya Se" 
B. "Tere Hasne Sai Mujheko" 
C. "Saugandh Mujhe Is Mitti Ki" 
D. "Daata Sun Le" 

ANS-D  
 
5. Satkosia Tiger Reserve, which was making news recently, is located in 
which state? 

A. उत्तर प्रदशे  

B. मध्य प्रदशे  

C. उडीसा  

D. इन में स ेकोई नही  
Answer: [C ] Odisha 

 
6. Consider the following Pairs: 
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I. Satkosia Tiger Reserve - Odisha 
II. Kanha Tiger Reserve- Kerala 
III. Chinnar Wildlife Sanctuary - Tamil Nadu 
IV. Bandhavgarh tiger Reserve - Madhya Pradesh 
Which of the pairs given above is/are correctly matched? 
A.I, II and IV only 
B. II and III only 
C. I and IV only 
D.I, II and IV only 
 
ANS -C 

7. In 2018-July, Home ministry officials were trying to work out peace and 
rehabilitation deal for the Bru (Reang) refugees. Who are these refugees? 

1. They’re originally from Myanmar, currently residing in Tripura. 
2. They’re originally from Manipur, currently residing in Mizoram. 
3. They’re originally from Mirozam, currently residing in Tripura. 
4. They’re originally from Tripura, currently residing in Mizoram. 

HINT: Originally from Mizoram, but living in Tripura since 1997 due to 
conflict with the Mizo tribe.  
 
 
8) Women Business and the Law (WBL) Index was released by which of the 
following organisations? 

 a.  World Bank 
 b.  World Economic Forum 
 c.  UN Women 
 d.  World Trade Organisation 

Answer : a 
 India placed 117th among 190 countries on the Women Business and the 

Law (WBL) 2020 Index to measure economic empowerment of women, 
released by World Bank recently. 

 India scored 74.4 on a par with Benin and Gambia and way below least 
developed countries like Rwanda and Lesotho. 

 The global average was 75.2 — a slight increase from 73.9 in the previous 
index released in 2017. 

 The study tracked “how laws affect women at different stages in their 
working lives and focusing on those laws applicable in the main business 
city”. 

 The Index is based on the countries’ formal laws and regulations that have a 
bearing on women’s economic participation, covering eight areas (eg, 
parenthood, equality of pay). 

 Only eight economies scored a perfect 100 — Belgium, Canada, Denmark, 
France, Iceland, Latvia, Luxembourg, and Sweden. 

 Those countries have ensured equal legal standing to men and women on all 
the eight indicators of the index.  
 
9) Which of the following is/are true with respect to Hydrophones? 
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1.It converts electrical energy into acoustic energy 
2.It transmits sounds underwater and help in large scale fishing 
3.They are also used in reflection seismology to record the energy waves 
reflected by the subsurface geology 
Select the correct answer using the codes given below: 

 a.  2 only 
              b.  1 and 3 only 

 c.  1, 2 and 3 
 d.  None 

Answer : d 
 A hydrophone is an underwater listening device. 
 Just as a microphone is used to detect sound in the air, a hydrophone detects 

sounds in the water and converts the acoustic energy into electrical energy. 
 Hydrophones listen to sounds in the sea, but do not transmit any sound, 

making them passive listening devices. 
 
10) Consider the following statements with respect to K-4 Missiles 
1.It is a nuclear capable ballistic missile having a strike range of 3500km. 
2.It is being developed by the Defence Research and Development 
Organisation (DRDO). 
3.It is developed for being deployed on the fleet of the Kalvari Class nuclear 
submarines. 
Which of the statement(s) given above is/are correct? 

a.  1 only 
b.  1 and 2 only 
c.  1 and 3 only 
d.  2 and 3 only 

Answer : b 
 India had successfully test-fired the 3,500 km strike range nuclear-capable 

K-4 submarine-launched ballistic missile off the coast of Andhra Pradesh. 
 The test-firing was carried out from an underwater platform in the sea 

during the daytime. 
 The missile is being developed by the Defence Research and Development 

Organisation (DRDO) for being deployed on the fleet of the Arihant Class 
nuclear submarines being built by India. 

 K-4 is one of the two underwater missiles that are being developed by India 
for its submarine force. 

 The other one is the over 700-kilometre strike range BO-5. 
 
11) A new Centre of Excellence (CoE) for Blockchain Technology was 
inaugurated recently by Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology 
at which of the following? 

• a.  Chennai, Tamil Nadu 
• b.  Hyderabad, Telangana 
• c.  Kolkata, West Bengal 
• d.  Bengaluru, Karnataka 

Answer : d 
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A new Centre of Excellence (CoE) for Blockchain Technology, which will 
strive to adapt emerging technology to create e-governance solutions, was 
inaugurated recently by Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology 
in Bengaluru, Karnataka. 
National Informatics Centre (NIC) has set up the Centre of Excellence (CoE) 
in Blockchain Technology and is the third such centre, following CoE for Data 
Analytics and Artificial Intelligence. 
The Centre of Excellence will facilitate the Government Departments in 
building proof of concepts for use of Blockchain technology in different 
dimensions of governance leading to large scale deployment of some such 
applications. 
With National Informatics Centre (NIC) providing a robust and an agile 
infrastructure, the CoE shall also provide Blockchain as a Service (BaaS) for 
efficient hosting of Blockchain network. 
 
12) TrueNat which was in news recently is related to? 
a.  A new class of antibiotics to combat drug resistance 
b.  A Earth-like exoplanet 
c.  A new molecular test to diagnosis TB AND  also use in covid test  
d.  None of the above 
Answer : c 

 Recently, WHO had mentioned that the India-made Truenat MTB, a 
molecular diagnostic test for pulmonary and extrapulmonary TB and 
rifampicin-resistant TB, has high accuracy. 

 Truenat is developed by the Goa-based Molbio Diagnostics. 
 The company was provided with technical assistance and resources by the 

Foundation for Innovative New Diagnostics (FIND) to help commercialise 
Truenat. 

 ICMR had assessed and validated the diagnostic tool. 
 Truenat is battery operated and portable, hence, it can be used in remote 

places. 
 
13) Consider the following statements with respect to Hallmarking of Gold 
Jewellery & Artefacts 
1.Gold hallmarking is a purity certification of the precious metal and is 
voluntary in nature. 
2.In India, gold and silver have been brought under the purview of 
hallmarking. 
Which of the statement(s) given above is/are correct? 
a.  1 only 
b.  2 only 
c.  Both 1 and 2 
d.  Neither 1 nor 2 
Answer : c 

 The government has made hallmarking for gold jewellery and artefacts 
mandatory from 15 January 2021, to ensure quality. 
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 The Department of Consumer Affairs will issue a notification for making gold 
hallmarking mandatory. 

 Currently gold hallmarking is voluntary, this will become mandatory from 
January 15, 2021. 

 The Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) is already running a hallmarking 
scheme for gold jewellery since April 2000 and around 40% of gold jewellery 
is being hallmarked currently. 

 Instead of 10 grades earlier, hallmarked gold jewellery will now be available 
in three grades of 14 carat,18 carat and 22 carat. 

 For violation of the norms, there is a provision for a fine of a minimum Rs 1 
lakh and up to 5 times of the value of article as well as 1 year jail. 

 In India, at present 2 precious metals namely gold and silver have been 
brought under the purview of hallmarking. 
 
14) India's first ever Model Sports Village is set to be launched in? 
a.  Gujarat 
b.  Karnataka  
c.  Haryana 
d.  Uttar Pradesh 
Answer : d 

 Bahadurpur’ and ‘Kheri Viran’ villages in Uttar Pradesh are set to become 
India’s first ‘Model Sports Villages’. 

 It is a part of Institute of Management Technology (IMT) Ghaziabad’s plan to 
evolve a sports culture in the country. 

 Under the ‘Adarsh Khel Gram’ program, IMT in association with NGO ‘Sports: 
A Way of Life’, will evolve sports culture and increase sports literacy in the 
twin villages. 

 This will be carried out by distributing free booklets, sports magazines and 
books that will provide the villagers with basic knowledge. 

 All verandahs, courtyards will be developed as primary sports ground 
management. 

 One hour everyday from 4pm-5pm will be the designated time to play sports. 
 IMT will also provide all Olympic related sports equipment to every child in 

every house. 
 Talent hunt will be carried with the help of several inter and intra village 

tournaments among other things. 
 
15) Consider the following statements with respect to Bru Community 
1. Bru also known as Reang are recognised as a Particularly Vulnerable 
Tribal Group in Tripura and Mizoram. 
2. Under the new agreement the Bru refugees would get all the rights that 
normal residents of the States get. 
Which of the statement(s) given above is/are correct? 
a.  1 only 
b.  2 only 
c.  Both 1 and 2 
d.  Neither 1 nor 2 
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Answer : b 
 Recently, the Centre, Tripura, and Mizoram government have signed an 

agreement with the Bru/Reang community that promises to end their 23-
year-old internal displacement crisis. 

 The agreement, allowing 30,000 Bru tribals to permanently settle in Tripura, 
and would be given aid from the Centre to help with their rehabilitation and 
all round development, through a package of around Rs 600 crores. 

 These people would get all the rights that normal residents of the States get 
and they would now be able to enjoy the benefits of social welfare schemes 
of Centre and State governments. 

 Bru or Reang is a community indigenous to Northeast India, living mostly in 
Tripura, Mizoram and Assam. 

 In Tripura, they are recognised as a Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Group 
(PVTG). 
 
16. Consider the following statements. 
1.Delimitation means the act or process of fixing limits or boundaries of 
territorial constituencies in country or a province having a legislative body. 
2.The need of periodical delimitation is the, rise in population and the 
migration of people that caused an enormous growth in the electorate. 
Which of the statement given above is / are correct. 

a. 1 only 
b. 2 only 
c. Both 1 & 2 
d. Neither 1 nor 2 

ANS-B 
 
17. In context of the constitutional and legal provisions for delimitation 
consider the following statements: 
1.Article 330, reservation of seats for scheduled castes and scheduled tribes 
in the House of the representatives. 
2.Article 332, reservation of seats for scheduled castes and scheduled tribes 
in the Legislative Assemblies of the states. 
Which of the statement given above is / are correct. 

a. 1 only 
b. 2 only 
c. Both 1 & 2 
d. Neither 1 nor 2 

ANS-B 
 
18. Consider the following statements. 
1.42nd Amendment Act laid down that there would be no delimitation till 
after the 2001 census. 
2.85th and 88th Amendment Acts extended the freeze on seats till 2031. 
3.It is noted that Article 82 is related to the readjustment of seats after each 
census. 
Which of the statement given above is / are correct. 
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a. 1 & 2 only 
b. 1 & 3 only 
c. 2 & 3 only 
d. All of the above 

ANS -B 
 
19. Consider the following statements. 
1.The duty of delimitation is assigned to a high power body called the 
Delimitation Commission. 
2.It’s order have the force of law and be called in question only before 
Supreme Court. 
3.So, far Delimitation Commissions have been constituted 4 times. 
Which of the statements given above is / are correct. 

a. 1 & 3 only 
b. 1 & 2 only 
c. 2 & 3 only 
d. All of the above 
ANS -A   


